Series at LiU E-press

Summary

This report contains instructions how to establish a series at LiU E-press and instructions to series editors.
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1 Establishing a Series

The board of LiU E-Press decided on December 7, 2005 to adopt the following policy concerning the establishment of series, i.e. a collection of related scientific articles. This decision replaces former decision of April 7, 2005.

1. Scientific series serve as a framework for publishing scientific articles as well as information that is naturally associated with such articles, in accordance with the established instruction issued by the board of LiU E-Press for series' editors. It is important that published articles are of high quality while at the same time allow for new and sometimes even controversial research approaches.

2. Series which mainly or as a whole are intended for publications of other types than those described above, for example internal University policy documents and committee reports, can be published as report series.

3. Before a scientific series is established there must exist a clear interest in, and support for the series from a group of several senior researchers at Linköping University. The series and its name should reflect a clearly defined research area as well as the interests of the publishing authors.

4. It is not desirable to have a scientific series that does not receive any contributions. The establishment of a series therefore requires that a reasonable number of publications can be expected over several successive years.

5. A senior researcher should be appointed as series editor, with the capability to decide if suggested contributions fulfil the conditions for publishing, and to perform the tasks in the instructions for series editors. The board of LiU E-Press may also appoint a deputy series editor.

To establish a new series, fill in the form https://ep.liu.se/docs/form-establish-series-en.pdf, save and send in an e-mail to ep@ep.liu.se.
2 Instruction to Series Editors for Series of Scientific Articles

Publishing scientific articles is a very important part of the work of LiU E-Press. The publishing is done within the field of series, that corresponds to disciplines or research fields with a recognised scope and delimitation. The aim of series' editors is:

- To judge of whether or not a contribution submitted for publishing within his/her series should be accepted or not,
- By spreading information and in other ways work for the promotion of contributions of high quality and,
- Give the author instructions for the preparation and delivery of their contributions.

2.1 Criteria for Judgements

When judging whether an incoming contribution shall be accepted or not, the following steps must be observed. In the article series, articles may be included that have the expected structure of articles in published scientific journals of good international quality or by conferences of good international quality within areas where the conferences are be considered as “archival”. Further on, reports may be included which in different ways supplement the articles, such as primary information, experimental reports, documentation of software, detailed mathematical evidence or contributions for discussion. Overview articles or surveys and tutorials are also welcome.

Reports without any association to a published imminent article, will only be published in exceptional cases. If an article is published in another scientific journal and matching reports are subsequently published at LiU E-Press, this may be accepted, but it is desirable that LiU E-Press is also given the right to republish the main article.

The judgement of articles at LiU E-Press does not constitute a peer review as is done by scientific journals. LiU E-Press may publish articles which have not yet undergone peer review and may also publish the successive versions of an article, which may be the result of the peer review process. In other words, it is quite possible to use LiU E-Press for publishing the first version of an article for the purpose of spreading it and receive points of view on it, which constitutes an open review by peers in a broader sense. LiU E-Press shall not be used for publishing incomplete and not thoroughly written manuscripts.

Within areas where there are clearly different opinions and interpretations, a series at LiU E-Press shall not be prevented from publishing articles which represent one side of the debate, even if representatives within other disciplines...
may reject the article. Such articles must obviously fulfil customary demands for scientific content.

Series editors are not prevented from making judgements concerning publishing his/her own articles and articles written by members of the staff. He/she must take precautions in regard to his/hers own and LiU E-Press interests, and in doubtful cases an independent colleague should be consulted so that quality is not questioned.

Beside the series editor it might be a good idea to establish an editor committee for reviewing the articles before publishing. The members of the committee should consist of scientific experience researches within the research area the series is published in and the number of the members should not be less than three, the series editor included.

All published works, as well as actual articles or associated material must have a graphic form of high and even quality. The graphical standard within a series is an ideal to strive for but in exceptional cases may yield to a good presentation of the contents. It is the duty of the author to make sure that this term is fulfilled and the work of the series editor is limited to forwarding the instructions concerning LiU E-Press as a whole with any supplements which the series editor find suitable.

LiU E-Press may publish articles by authors working at Linköping University as well as authors working elsewhere. The judgement as to which contribution will be accepted from the second group is made based of the policy of the board of LiU Library.

Proceedings from a conference within a series area are normally not published within the series, but at a separate LiU E-Press structure for conference proceedings. Consultations are made in cooperation with the series editor concerning publishing but the conference programme committee makes the final decision regarding incoming articles.

If an author or research group is going to publish a large number of articles or article reports, a sub-series should be established for this purpose so that the main series not will be dominated by the material in question. The decision about establishing sub-series is taken by the director of LiU E-Press on suggestion from the series editor. The same terms are valid for contributions within a sub-series as for a main series.

2.2 ISSN for series

From July the 1st ISSN is no longer given to new series such as reports, books, monograph year books etc.

2.3 Contacts with Authors

Each series editor may make their own proposals on how the procedure for spreading information to and contacts with authors and possible authors is to be
conducted. The editor may consult LiU E-Press’ staff so that the public image of LiU
E-Press remains consistent and the work is done in the most efficient way.

The administrative procedure and the technical solutions for the workflow for
incoming contributions to the scientific series and for decisions about them is taken
by the staff of LiU E-Press.